[Is reduction of intraoperative heat loss and management of hypothermic patients with anesthetic gas climate control advisable? Heat and humidity exchangers vs. active humidifiers ina functional lung model].
Heated humidifiers (HH) as well as heat and moisture exchangers (HME) are commonly used in intubated patients as air-conditioning devices to raise the moisture content of the air, thus preventing mucosal damage and heat loss resulting from ventilation with dry inspired gases. In contrary to HME, HH are able to add heat and moisture to the inspired air in surplus, which is often stressed as an advantage in warming hypothermic patients or reducing major heat losses, e.g., during long operations. The impact of air conditioning on the energy balance of man was calculated comparing HME and HH. The efficiency of a HME (Medisize Hygrovent) and a HH (Fisher & Paykel MR 730) was evaluated in a mechanically ventilated lung model simulating the physiological heat and humidity conditions of the upper airways. The gas flow from the central supply was dry; the model temperature varied between 32 and 40 degrees C. By using a HH in the inspiratory limb, a circle system was simulated with water-saturated inspired air at room temperature. The water content of the ventilated air was determined at the tracheal tube connection using a fast, high-resolution humidity meter and was compared with the moisture return of the HME. The energy balance was calculated according to thermodynamic laws. Both HME and HH were able to create physiological heat and humidity conditions in the airways. With the normothermic patient model, the moisture return of the HME was equal to that of the HH set at 34 degrees C. Increasing the heating temperature resulted only in reduced water loss from the lung; heat and water input in the normothermic model was not possible. This was only effective with almost negligible amounts under hypothermic patient model conditions. The water content in the inspired and expired air is the most important parameter for estimating pulmonary heat loss in mechanically ventilated patients. In adults (minute volume approximately 71/min) the main fraction of pulmonary heat loss results from water evaporation from the airways (approximately 6 kcal/h), whereas the heat loss due to convection is negligible (approximately 1.2 kcal/h). In intubated patients ventilated with dry air, the heat loss increases to approximately 8 kcal/h due to greater water evaporation from the airways. Both HME and HH are able to reduce the pulmonary heat loss to 1-2 kcal/h. In normothermic as well as hypothermic patients, HH do not offer significant advantages in heat balance compared to effective HME. In conclusion, air conditioning in intubated patients is neither a powerful too for maintaining body temperature during long-lasting anaesthesia nor a sufficient method of warming hypothermic patients in intensive care units.